We study a proposal of generating macroscopic continuous-variable entanglement with two coupled waveguides respectively carrying optical damping and optical gain. Moreover, a squeezing element is added into one or both waveguides. We show that quantum noise effect existing in the process is essential to the degree of the generated entanglement. It will totally eliminate the entanglement in the setup of adding the squeezing element into the waveguide filled with optical damping material, but will not completely damp the entanglement to zero in the other configuration of having the squeezing element in the gain medium or in both gain and damping medium. The degree of the generated continuous-variable entanglement is irrelevant to the intensities of the input light in coherent states. Moreover, the relations between the entanglement and system parameters are illustrated in terms of the dynamical evolutions of the created continuous-variable entanglement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement, a purely quantum mechanical feature that distinguishes quantum systems from their classical counterparts, has various important applications in quantum computing and quantum information science [1] . Creating the necessary entangled quantum states in feasible ways is always a prerequisite in these applications.
Nowadays, there are two main approaches to the quantum information processing: (1) the "digital" approach, in which the information is encoded in quantum systems with discrete degrees of freedom (qubits or qudits) such as two polarization states of a single photon, spin 1/2 electrons, and two lowest energy levels of quantum dots; (2) the "analog" approach, in which the quantum correlations are encoded in continuousvariable degrees of freedom (CVs) such as the quadrature amplitude of quantized harmonic oscillator, especially those of the electromagnetic field, as well as Josephson junction and Bose-Einstein condensate [2, 3] .
Light is a good carrier of quantum information as it interacts weakly with the environment. Quantum information encoded in CV states of light enjoys numerous advantages of preparing, manipulating, and measuring, as compared with the photonic qubits [2] . CV quantum states are often in the form of Gaussian states, the manipulation of which is within the reach of current experimental technology. In addition, quantitative description of all properties of the Gaussian states is possible [4] . These benefits motivate one to explore the ways of generating entangled Gaussian states.
Entanglement involving light fields with high intensity is an example of the so-called macroscopic entanglement. In addition to possible applications [2, 3] , generating light fields of macroscopic entanglement or macroscopic superposition is importantly meaningful in fundamental physics; see, e.g. the recent experimental [5, 6] and theoretical studies [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the current work, we are concerned with a type of coupled optical waveguides or cavities alternately carrying gain * Electronic address: binghe@uark.edu † Electronic address: mxiao@uark.edu and loss for the purpose. Attracting wide experimental [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and theoretical researches [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] recently, these systems governed by non-Hermitian dynamics enjoy the advantage of being capable of changing the light transmission patterns with proper system parameters. Under the balanced gain and loss, these systems manifest a parity-time (PT ) symmetry [27] . One property of such systems is that, when they operate in the PT -symmetry broken regime where their coupling intensity is less than the gain/loss rate, the light propagating in the systems can be significantly amplified. Intuitively, the mechanism can be possibly applied to realize entangled output light fields with high intensities, simply by adding an element of small squeezing intensity into one of the coupled components. The interest in the entanglement following non-Hermitian dynamics can also be seen in the study of another system [28] .
In most of the previous studies, the light fields in PTsymmetric systems are treated as classical electromagnetic fields. When dealing with the entanglement of the light fields, one will also encounter an indispensable factor accompanying their amplification and damping-the quantum noises acting as the random drives from the associated reservoirs. The quantum noise operators preserve the proper commutation relations of the evolved light field opertators. So far only few recent studies [30] [31] [32] have considered the effects of the quantum noises in optical PT -symmetric systems, including the hybrid ones with other physical elements added into the systems [33, 34] . As it is well known, quantum entanglement is fragile under the influence of the noises from environment [35, 36] . How they affect the entanglement generated by PTsymmetric systems was still an open question. In this paper, we will present a study of the problem by quantitatively examining the influence of the quantum noises on the generated entanglement. The comparison between the generated macroscopic quantum entanglement in the absence and presence of amplification/dissipation quantum noise enables one to understand their effects in PT -symmetric systems more deeply.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a rather detailed account of the dynamical process to create the macroscopic entanglement with a hybrid PTsymmetric system. The solution to the dynamical equation is presented in terms of the quadratures of the output fields. To illustrate the effect of the added squeezing element, we arXiv:1612.03996v2 [quant-ph] 21 Mar 2017 first discuss how it will influence the output photon numbers in Sec. III. The interplay between the squeezing and quantum noises is also illustrated with output photon number evolutions. Our main results about the CV entanglement are presented in Sec. IV, where the entanglement generated with three different configurations of the system is illustrated under various parametric choices for the system. The different degrees of entanglement generated in the absence and in the presence of the quantum noises are compared. Finally, a brief conclusion is made in Sec. V.
II. DYNAMICS OF A HYBRID PT -SYMMETRIC SYSTEM
Due to the inevitable interaction with their environment, most physical systems are open, and hence their dynamics becomes non-Hermitian. The system of two coupled waveguides carrying optical gain and loss respectively as in Fig. 1 is an example of such open system interacting with the bosonic baths. The waveguide A(B) carries a gain (loss) medium, in which the single-mode fieldâ(b) propagates. Here we only consider the propagation of the light fields at a normal group velocity v g , neglecting the possible superluminal propagation of the evanescent wave as described in, e.g., [37] [38] [39] . The two light fields couple between the waveguides and the effective coupling intensity J can be adjusted by the gap distance. The magnitudes of the light field gain rate g and loss rate γ are decided by the used media, and the optical gain can be realized by doping Erbium ions into the material [40] . Moreover, we neglect the gain saturation by assuming a high saturation intensity for the used gain medium (the inclusion of the realistic gain saturation will not change the qualitative picture for our concerned processes). When they are balanced (g = −γ), there will be a PT symmetry for the system, as manifested by the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian This Hamiltonian is invariant under the simultaneous parity transformationâ ↔b and time inversion transformation i ↔ −i, hence the term PT symmetry. The Hamiltonian comes from the dynamical equations in the previous studies of classical PT -symmetric systems, where the system modesâ andb are replaced by the corresponding classical fields. When g < J (PT -symmetric regime), this Hamiltonian's eigenvalues are imaginary and the transmitting light intensities (proportional to â †â (t) and b †b (t) ) in both waveguides demonstrate periodic oscillations in time. When g > J (PT symmetry broken regime), the eigenvalues become real, and the intensities of the transmitting light fields change from oscillatory to exponentially growing. The transition takes place at g = J, the exceptional point.
One problem in applying the above Hamiltonian to deal with the light fields' quantum properties in the concerned systems is that it does not possess the quantum noise elements, which are important to their entanglement. The amplification and dissipation of the light fields are accompanied by the actions of their associated quantum noisesξ a (t) andξ b (t); see Fig. 1 . To include their effects we will adopt the following stochastic Hamiltonian
The detailed derivation of this stochastic Hamiltonian is given in [33] , and a different notation for the amplification part is used in [30] . The operators of these quantum noises satisfy the following relations:
where c = a, b. Compared with those derived with Eq. (1), the dynamical equations from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) contain the extra quantum noise drive terms.
To entangle the light fields, one could add a squeezing element into the concerned waveguide system. The action of the squeezing element with the parameter = r exp(iθ) is described by the Hamiltonian (when it is added into waveguide B)
which is from the undeplete pump approximation for a process of second harmonic generation in nonlinear crystal with certain symmetry (for example, LiNbO 3 ) [41] . Similar squeezing element was also proposed for engineering the quantum properties of other systems (see, e.g. [42] ). All properties of the light fields propagating in the concerned system are the results of their dynamical evolution due to the Hamiltonian H = H I + H S . To solve their dynamical equations more efficiently, it is convenient to work with the quadratures of the light fields and quantum noises defined aŝ
where c = a, b. Then the Heisenberg-Langevin equation for the process in Fig. 1 reads [29] 
is the dynamic matrix, and
The solution to the dynamical equations takes the form
The input fields are coherent states, and the evolved quantum states according to the above dynamical equation will be preserved to be Gaussian states. All properties of such Gaussian states can be depicted with the covariance matrix (CM) [2] [3] [4] :
where
The expectation values of the homogeneous part in (10) are calculated with respect to the input coherent states |α, β , while those of the inhomogeneous part are found with respect to the total reservoir state ρ R = |0 0| (a zero temperature for the reservoirs is assumed). These CM elements can also be experimentally measured [43] .
III. EVOLUTION OF PHOTON NUMBER AND WAVEGUIDE-MODE CORRELATION
A main purpose of the current study is to find out how the quantum noises will affect the entanglement generated with the setup in Fig. 1 . To see this, one could compare the values of the entanglement found as the results of the evolutions according to the Hamiltonian in Eq.
(1) and in Eq. (2), respectively. As we have mentioned in the above, the only difference in the Heisenberg-Langevin equation derived with the latter is an extra quantum noise drive term,F(t) in Eq. (6), which consists of the components of pure random variables. By intuition, such random drives from the environment could only modify the dynamics of the system without changing the evolution patterns of the measurable quantities so much, as it has been found from the photon number evolutions in a PTsymmetric system without squeezing [30] . A relevant question is whether the added squeezing will make a considerable difference. To answer the question, we examine how the output light fields' intensities evolve according to the full dynamical equation, Eq. (6). Previously, the evolved light intensities in a PT -symmetric system without squeezing have been studied for input single photon and vacuum state [30] . Due to the amplification noise, the output field intensity is found not to be zero even when the input field is in a vacuum state. After adding a squeezing element, we find that the photon numbers can be enhanced further, in addition to the effect of the gain medium at the rate g. Fig. 2 shows the intensities plotted for a setup with the squeezing elements of different intensities in the damping waveguide, indicating that the photon numbers will be intensified by increased squeezing parameter r. The contribution from the homogeneous part in Eq. (6) will become much more significant due to an in- creasing squeezing parameter r, so that the relative difference between the light intensities obtained by using the Hamiltonians in Eq. (1) and in Eq. (2), respectively, can become smaller than that in the previously studied situation without squeezing; compare the results in Figs. 2 Fig. 2(a) . Here we only show the results in the regime J > g because those for J < g are similar. Similar to the situation of a simple PT -symmetric system without squeezing, the existence of the quantum noises simply quantitatively modifies an output light intensity. It is an intriguing issue whether the nonlocal properties like entanglement also behave similarly under the quantum noises.
(b)-2(d) with those in
We continue to look at a nonlocal quantity as the correlation function defined as | â †b − â † b |, assuming that the squeezing element is inside the damping waveguide. The amplification noise can significantly contribute to this function. On the surface, such correlation function, which evolves with time, is more or less relevant to the entanglement of the light fields. Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of the function for three different squeezing parameters. As one should expect, the correlation becomes stronger with a larger squeezing parameter r. Does this phenomenon reflects a similar pattern for the corresponding entanglement between the output light fields?
IV. ENTANGLEMENT OF OUTPUT FIELDS
If the entanglement of two output light fields can also grow with time, as the correlation function in Fig. 3 , it will be possible to realize highly entangled strong light fields with ease. The degrees of the possibly generated entanglement of Gaussian states can be measured by the logarithmic negativity calculated with the CM of the the two system modes: where
and
The notations for the CM defined in Eq. (11) are used here.
There is an important property of such entanglement for the input light fields in coherent states. In the calculation of the elements of CM, the contribution from the homogeneous part in Eq. (10) only manifests from the commutation of the mode operators, after deducting the mean values X i X j in Eq. (12) . As a result, the intensity of the input coherent states will become irrelevant to the entanglement, the degree of which is mainly influenced by the noise drives leading to the inhomogeneous part in Eq. (10) .
In what follows, we will study the output entanglement from three distinct setups-the squeezing element is in the damping waveguide, in the amplification waveguide, and in both waveguides.
A. Squeezing element in the damping waveguide
The first situation is to add the squeezing element into the damping waveguide as in Fig. 1 . Without considering the noise drive termF(t) that gives the inhomogeneous part in Eq. (10), the output fields will become strongly entangled; see Fig. 4 . In the PT -symmetric regime as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , the entanglement values are oscillating; in the symmetry broken regime as in Fig. 4(b) , the entanglement values continuously grow with time. The calculated entanglement without considering the quantum noises resembles the evolutions of the correlation function in Fig. 3 ; the larger the squeezing intensity r is, the higher the entanglement will be.
The realistic evolution of the entanglement, however, radically differs from the pattern in Fig. 4 , after we include the effects of the quantum noises. In the situation of adding a squeezing element into the damping waveguide, the entanglement is found to totally disappear all the time. The action of the quantum noises is simultaneous with the squeezing action entangling the light fields, and dominates over the latter from the beginning due to the interplay between the squeezing and the dissipation noise, which enhances the influence of the dissipation noise on the relevant CM elements [check the dynamic matrix in Eq. (8) and the second term in Eq. (10)]. This result clearly demonstrates the significance of the system's interaction with its environment. Compared with the correlation function illustrated in Fig. 3 , one concludes that the existence of the correlation between the two system modes does not suffice to give rise to their entanglement. In other words, correlation and entanglement for the light fields are not equivalent. The entanglement has to be determined by the relations between all CM elements in Eq. (12) as the similar correlation functions, so its existence should be much more restricted.
B. Squeezing element in the gain waveguide
If a squeezing element is inserted into the amplifying waveguide, the dynamic matrix in Eq. (8) will be changed to
The dynamical evolutions of the waveguide modes, as given by Eq. (10), will be changed accordingly. Now let us look at how the entanglement between the two waveguide mode will change after the location of the squeezing element is swapped to the gain waveguide. In . One sees that, under the quantum noise effects, there will still be certain amounts of remnant entanglement, though they are much less significant as compared with the predictions without involving the quantum noises. The asymmetry in the interplay of the squeezing effect with the amplification noise and with the dissipation causes the difference. The entanglement evolving under the full dynamics also exhibits a phenomenon of entanglement sudden death (ESD) [36] , to have its optimum value or peak value obtained at a certain time (equivalent to an optimum waveguide length). As a result of the different dynamical evolution from that of putting the squeezing element in the damping waveguide, the entanglement between the waveguide modes exists for a period of time.
C. Squeezing elements in both waveguides
At last we will consider the situation of adding squeezing elements into both waveguides. In this situation, the dynamical matrix for the system is Under the condition g = −γ, the system exhibits a PT symmetry like the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). In this situation, the entanglement will exhibit more different features. For example, under the quantum noise drives, there will be no entanglement at all if the system operates in the PT symmetry broken regime with J < g.
In the PT -symmetric regime with J > g, there will be entanglement generated with the proper lengths of the waveguides, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . Due to the squeezing elements in both waveguides, the generated entanglement can be considerable as indicated by their values in Fig. 6(b) . The entanglement will be created from zero along the propagation of the light fields and will evolve to a point of ESD after a period of time, and hence an optimum amount of entanglement should be obtained with a proper waveguide length. FIG. 6: Entanglement generated by placing identical squeezing elements into both waveguides. We set θ = π/4, g = −γ and J = 1.9g. In (a) the entanglement values are calculated without considering quantum noises, and in (b) the entanglement values are found with the full dynamics. The squeezing parameters are r = 2.7g (red), r = 2g (green), and r = 1.7g (blue).
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the entanglement generated with a hybrid PT -symmetric setup, which is realized by adding a squeezing element into two coupled waveguides respectively carrying the medium with the balanced gain and loss rate. By intuition, the existing quantum noises would slightly modify the dynamics of such system, so that the evolution patterns of the generated entanglement would not be changed so much from those predicted with the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). Then highly entangled light fields of significant intensity can be readily created by such setup, especially the system operating in the PT symmetry broken regime. As a matter of fact, however, the quantum noises can completely kill the entanglement, rendering its evolution totally different from those of photon numbers and field-mode correlations.
As indicated by our results found with the full dynamics, a certain amount of the entanglement can be achieved only by placing the squeezing element inside the waveguide amplifying the propagating light field. The possible experimental realization of such systems relies on finding a material or a method to purely amplify and squeeze the input light at the same time. The importance of studying this model setup is to clarify the fact that quantum noises must be considered in PT -symmetric optical systems for engineering the quantum properties of light fields.
